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“Send out my instructions. Keep Jasper Laine’s personal information strictly confidential. No one is 

allowed to disclose it!” John ordered. 

He knew very well about Jasper’s current status and position. It would not be a good thing if such a large 

customer was taken away. Furthermore, any leaked information would cause unnecessary trouble for 

Jasper as well. 

“Yes!” 

Harold nodded, understanding what the president meant. He immediately went to carry out the order. 

In the year 2000, at this specific timeframe, the business models of most domestic industries were still 

at a very basic stage. 

In this era when stock trading was still new, making billions of dollars in profits from the futures market 

overnight was simply a myth. 

Jasper knew that he could not hold back the news about him making money in the crude oil futures 

market and that it would cause a sensation, but he did not expect this matter to cause pandemonium. 

retail investor swept 3.1 billion in the international crude oil futures market overnight. The news 

retail investor 

jaws dropped at 

3.1 billion! 

number that made people feel dizzy even when they said 

someone with an annual income of more than 100,000 was considered to be a rich person, ordinary 

folks 

first in the universe, Commercial Bank had solid moral integrity. The news was kept under lock and no 

information about Jasper 

news and reports only garnered a quick glance from Jasper. He did not pay much attention to 

himself. After all, this 

was still at the 

about the two behemoths worth 

company had only been established for less than a year, and Ma Yun was still leading his 18 associates 

to set up his 1688 website in an apartment. There were still three 


